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Introduction
This document contains the underlying research and analysis the redecoration of the interior of the
Long Street Methodist Sunday School, a Grade II* listed building in Middleton, Manchester,
followed by a room by room specification for the implementation of the recommended colour
schemes. A series of internal photographs digitally coloured up, of which the cover illustration is an
example, show how each room would appear.
The two part document forms the interior decoration record relating to a 2018 heritage grant from
the Edgar Wood and Middleton Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI). In accordance with good
professional practice, paper copies should be deposited in the Heritage Trust for the North West
archive and digital copies in the Edgar Wood Society digital archive, along with other relevant
documents, including those provided by the supervising architect.
The £2 million Edgar Wood and Middleton THI was envisioned, designed and secured by the writer
between 2010 and 2011 via a successful two-stage submission to the Heritage Lottery Fund.
Rochdale Metropolitan Borough Council has managed the initiative, initially by the writer until
2013 and since 2015 by Sue Oakley, the Council’s Conservation Project Officer. The THI closes in
2018 on the completion of this particular project having achieved its principal objectives.
Long Street Methodist Church and Sunday School are also known as the Arts & Crafts Church –
http://artsandcraftschurch.org/ . It is an Arts & Crafts masterpiece design by Middleton and
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Illustration 1: Layout of school rooms

Manchester architect, Edgar Wood (1860-1935). Though an Arts & crafts all-rounder, he was also a
pioneer of art nouveau and art deco architecture.
The project to restore the school was led by the writer, as Conservation Officer for Heritage Trust
for the North West http://htnw.co.uk/ from 2013 to 2016 when management passed to the client,
Greater Manchester Building Preservation Trust https://www.gmbpt.org/ and to its project architect,
Lisa Mcfarlane, Director at Seven Architecture, Manchester
https://www.sevenarchitecture.co.uk/practice/heritage/ . The writer now acts as specialist advisor
having specified the restoration of twelve Edgar Wood buildings.
Owing to very tight time-scales with the grant scheme, the writer was brought in at the very last
minute to design the redecoration schemes, while builders were on site and decorators were
beginning work. Consequently, only two days of paint sampling could be undertaken and some
locations could not be accessed due to construction work. However, this information complemented
a good archive of close-up photographs of peeling paint in the School Hall and Men’s vestibule, the
paint separating where the original coat was overlaid by subsequent paint, thereby exposing the
original powdery distemper and its colour.
The aim was to discover Edgar Wood’s original colour scheme and to restore it wherever reasonable
to do so. In the small time available the original colour schemes for the School Hall, Ladies' Parlour
and the Women’s vestibule, corridor and staircase were established (Illustration 1).

RESEARCH & ANALYSIS
Edgar Wood was an artist and colourist as well as architect and craftsman, see Edgar Wood
Colourist in the Appendix. He believed in total design and his colour schemes, interior and exterior,
were integral parts of his overall design intentions. He referred to colour as being the emotional
component and the structure the intellectual component of a building. With the arrival of modern
colour printing after 1900, some thirteen of his interior colour schemes were published to acclaim in
Britain and Europe. Prior to this, his interiors had been published in monochrome.
The original Edgar Wood paint schemes for Long Street Methodist Sunday School are not known
from contemporary records. A paint analysis designed for the School Hall by consultants Hirst
Conservation had been unfortunately dissipated by the grant funder across too many subject matters
reducing the necessary 20+ samples for the hall to just a handful. Nevertheless, the Results of
Preliminary Architectural Paint Research to selected features of the exterior and main hall to Long
Street Wesleyan Chapel School Hall, Middleton, (March 2018) was of assistance in approaching a
very rapid and compensatory study.
New sampling was done via the tried and tested method of ‘bull’s eyes’, where a small area of
paintwork is gradually sanded down with differing grades of sand paper to expose rings of the
historic layers of paint. The end result appears something like a bull’s eye, hence the name. Where
paint was already separating, larger areas were opened up to expose the original distemper paint
layer (Illustration 2).
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The supervising architect wished to use Farrow & Ball paints, so their colour swatches (which are
physically painted) were aligned adjacent to the ‘bull’s eyes’ and opened up areas and
photographically recorded with flash and natural light. Unfortunately, there was too little time to
sample all the rooms and their doors, windows and woodwork. For the Men’s Vestibule, the writer
fell back on earlier close-up photographs of peeling paintwork exposing the original distemper.
However, the evidence from the various sources complemented one another well, so that the
original colour scheme for all but two of the rooms soon became evident. It is worth mentioning
that a century of decay can change a colour and care needs to be taken to cross reference results. For
example, in some samples in the School Hall the original layer appeared to be grey as identified in a
Hirst Conservation sample. However, further samples and the opening of large areas showed the
same layer to be pale blue, the distemper being fresh and convincing. The pale blue had deteriorated
to grey. Overall most paint layers were in good condition and the ‘bull’s eye’ cross-sections
recorded the same paint profiles recorded by Hirst Conservation.

What were the original Edgar Wood colours?
The samples showed the original colour schemes all used blue or green hues, plus off white for
ceilings where they were plastered. The School Hall was painted a pale blue and the Women’s and
Men’s Vestibules and Corridors either side were an apple green of the ‘Lethaby Green’ type with
white ceilings. The individual the class rooms were the same. The Ladies Parlour was painted a
moody ‘William Morris’ style mid grey/green. Unfortunately, the Lecture Room was not sampled,
while a several samples in the Infants’ Room revealed modern plaster from the 1970s restoration.
Further sampling had to be abandoned to allow the decorator to begin repainting.
When thinking about Edgar Wood’s overall colour schemes, it is important to include the brown
hues of the open roofs and the orange/red tones of the tiled corridor floors with these blue and green
colours. Similarly, the original colours of the fixed cupboards and exposed stone corbels need to be
included, though none were sampled. Coloured patterned carpet squares were most likely used in
the smaller rooms and possibly carpet runners in other areas. Such carpets feature in all of Edgar
Wood’s interior watercolours and contemporary photographs. The colours of these have to be
worked out from a detailed appreciation of Edgar Wood’s use of colour. The wooden floors were
neutral in colour being untreated redwood but had a very strong grain pattern.

Edgar Wood’s use of colour
In the terms of colour theory, decorative schemes can be analogous or monochromatic in character
where they respectively use similar hues or the same colour, lightened and darkened. Alternatively,
they can be complementary or triadic, where two or three colours of the colour wheel are combined
together (Illustration 3). Edgar Wood’s 13 or more published colour schemes are either
complementary or sometimes triadic in character. Analogous or monochromatic colour
combinations are not found.
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Complementary colour schemes
The colour wheel shows the relationships between the colours, for example green is complementary
to red. This means that the colour green creates red in the mind of the viewer and vice versa.
Consequently, by placing green and red together the colours look their most intense. Likewise blue
is complementary to orange and yellow to purple. These are the purest forms of complementary
colours which help to establish the broad relationships. A pure complementary combination would
be too strong and intense for normal decoration. In real world colour schemes, hues are mixed,
varied and broken with greys.

Illustration 3: A modern colour wheel used for establishing colour
combinations
In 1903, shortly after the Long Street interiors were painted, the Arts & Crafts writer, James Ward,
published an influential book, “Colour Harmony and Contrast” (see James Ward, “Colour
Harmony and Contrast” in the Appendix). The book contains a number of practical colour wheels
and complementary colour combinations (Illustrations 4 & 5) and these help to illuminate Edgar
Wood’s contemporary work. Both seemed to work from similar principles.
In the 13 or so published interior colours schemes, Edgar Wood regularly uses complementary
effects. He often combined orange/brown hues with broken blue/green colours to maximise the
effect, while lessening the impact and fine tuning in various ways. It achieved a simplicity and
emotional strength but tempered so it was not overly strident. One way was to introduce a large area
of neutral colour to the walls and floor, to provide a background on which the colour action took
place. Another was the use of broken colours (i.e. with grey added) while a third was to lose intense
hues, like red and orange, in broad areas of dull brown woodwork or red-brown brickwork. Edgar
8

Wood appreciated the emotional response of colour and such devices can be seen in the design of
the school interiors.

Why blues and greens?
Pale blues and greens should be expected in the circumstances of the school. Such colours were the
traditional ‘go to’ hues for rooms facing north or east, since they maximised the blue coloured
north-light that illuminated them. At that time, artificial light was absent or poor, so this was an
important consideration. In large houses, north facing rooms were often service areas, where a cool
environment with an even light assisted everyday work. Consequently, the shades were often
associated with utilitarian areas and workaday areas. Aesthetically, blues and greens impart a fresh
and relaxing quality, ideal for daytime activities.
Long Street Methodist Sunday School was a place of learning and physical activity. Its orientation
allowed a cool ‘north light’ environment, ideal for studying and physical activity. Advanced library
design of this period, such as by the Arts & Crafts Liverpool City architect, Thomas Shelmerdine,
involved carefully the shading out midday sunlight. Wood did likewise and the widely spaced pair
of slit windows facing south in the School Hall are an example.

Illustration 4: Complementary colours according to James
Ward, 1903
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Illustration 5: The accompanying text to the James Ward diagram

Surface finish
It is not possible in the context of the project to replicate the original finishes. The decorative
materials of Edgar Wood’s time were different to today and he also sometimes used them in
unorthodox ways. Paints and varnishes were sometimes built up with several layers creating subtle
surfaces and colourings while washes used on walls were not always evenly plain. There was
sometimes an artistic ‘hand made’ quality in Edgar Wood’s interiors. Nevertheless, in a modern
situation we can attempt to represent some of the known Edgar Wood aesthetic characteristics.
Exposed original surfaces of various buildings, including the school, show that Wood preferred matt
painted walls, principally washes and distemper. While these can still be obtained, they cannot be
reused at the school because succeeding layers of oil and vinyl paints no longer provide a suitable
key. The nearest modern equivalent that will hold is water-based estate emulsion paint. Likewise,
modern matt or eggshell finishes provide the closest modern equivalent to the historical oil paints.
Today, traditional oil paints are being phased out in favour of modern water-based formulations for
improved health, safety and environmental benefits.
Edgar Wood is on record for criticising the combination of matt and gloss wall surfaces and, taking
this on board, it would be best to use matt surfaces throughout, except where use demands a wipeable eggshell. Matt surfaces naturally complement exposed untreated wood, stone and brick
surfaces found in the school. A broad matt character is part of a typical Arts & Crafts Movement
background aesthetic.
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Importance of the roofs
“… the whole of the roofs are open and exposed, and are constructed of pitch pine, which being
untouched will allow it to mellow to its natural warm tone” British Architect 1903 review of Long
Street church and schools.
The above quote, perhaps written by Edgar Wood himself, expresses the Arts & Crafts intent of the
roof structures and their intended natural colouring. The roofs of Long Street buildings were not
meant to be dark or black. The church roof, because of its height, has remained untouched and is a
lovely brown colour.
Unfortunately, the open roofs of the much lower school rooms have been stained/varnished black.
This was most likely to emulate the roofs of Charles Rennie Mackintosh around 50 years ago,
whose buildings were then very much on the ascendency. Enthusiasts naturally liked to compare
Edgar Wood’s architecture with Mackintosh’s and, one suspects, a little conflating of the two was
the order of the day.
This was this misplaced. Edgar Wood’s architecture and use of colour were very different to
Mackintosh. Importantly, the almost black Glasgow School of Art and Queens Cross Church Hall
roofs were open, delicate and lightweight, inspired by a Japanese aesthetic. Wood’s by contrast, are
massive structures supporting extremely heavy stone roofs. This unfortunate blackening, combined
with earlier soot accumulation dominates all the school rooms making them too dark, visually
heavy and overbearing. Some are also glossy, such as the Ladies Parlour, which further harms
Edgar Wood’s intentions. The black roofs also provide no complementary effect to balance out the
blue and green rooms.
In the photographic simulations of the redecorated rooms in Long Street Methodist Church Sunday
School - 2. Colour Schemes, I have made the roofs slightly lighter and browner as this was part of
Edgar Wood’s original intention with regard to colour.
The crude stain and varnish should be investigated to see if it can be satisfactorily removed. The
aim would be to allow the natural mellow brown tones of the pitch pine shape the character of the
rooms as intended. This is technically and philosophically outside the current project, however.

Client direction
The client, Greater Manchester Building Preservation Trust, requested that the colour schemes
should avoid green wherever possible as it was felt to be unsuitable with regard to the new
commercial uses. However, being a north facing utilitarian building, all the original Edgar Wood
colour schemes were based either around blues or greens. To address the request in an orderly way
across the wider building, the redecoration was drawn up in two parts, the commercially oriented
Function Suite (Illustration 6), where greens were avoided altogether, and the more everyday
Community Suite, where some green was allowed. This meant two sets of co-ordinated colour
schemes for the different parts of the building.
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Illustration 6: Function Suite and Community Suite

Historical schemes informing the redecoration
There are two principal schemes and an early photograph which directly informed the redecoration
project, with a wider context of other material providing further information (see Appendix).

Marland Mission Church, Rochdale
Illustration 7 shows the interior of the now demolished Marland Mission Church photographed
around 1904. It was designed in 1897 two years before the construction of Long Street Methodist
Church and School, although the design of the church and school probably began before this. The
interior resembles Edgar Wood’s building plan drawings for the Long Street school buildings, in
particular the door and window designs, the use of plastered round arches and the open roof.
However, Edgar Wood had moved on by 1899 so that the door surrounds changed and many
window types were altered, notably the lunette windows in the School Hall and the large windows
in the Lecture Room. The replacement windows have no expressed internal lintels but sit in a
plastered wall opening. The open roofs were also under-boarded making for an even toned roof
12

where the structural elements merged with the under-boarding rather than standing out against the
plaster. The one exception is the lecture Room, where simple plantlike trusses are expressed against
plainly plastered under-roof. Purlins are expressed but not the rafters or braces (Illustrations 7 and
17).
These changes illustrate Edgar Wood moving towards an ever plainer and simpler aesthetic. A paint
sample in the Ladies Parlour confirmed that the window lintels were painted the same colour as the
walls rather than being highlighted as in Illustration 7. Sampling in the Ladies Parlour showed that
Edgar Wood also maintained a separate colour for the thin timber window sills but not the window
frames in that room. The thin window sills of the gable windows of the School Hall however, were
painted the same blue colour as the walls. These nuances informed the redecoration schemes.

Illustration 7: Interior of Marland Mission Church, Rochdale
It is worth mentioning that Edwardian photographic film was orthochromatic, meaning that it was
highly sensitive to the blue spectrum, somewhat sensitive to greens and not sensitive at all reds.
Consequently, any light blues in Illustration 7 would be represented as white, greens as greys and
13

red as black. The lintels and sills are dark, implying they were of a red/orange/brownish in hue. The
dark toned open roof timbers would have also been red-brown in colour.
The Illustration 7 implies a colour scheme of pale green walls with complementary orange or red
ochre painted lintels and a red-brown naturally toned redwood roof. This real-life example usefully
shows Wood painting the internal sills and lintels in a contrasting colour and using a runner carpet
in the design. Orthochromatic film was common from the 1880s and slowly gave way to
panchromatic film in the early to mid twentieth century. This responds to colour much more like the
human eye.

Two Published Interior Colour Schemes
Library dated 1904
The published scheme for a Library dated 1904 (Illustration 8) is complementary in character, with
the principal orange/red features of the fireplace and carpet being enhanced by the blue green
panelling and furniture. As in most of Edgar Wood’s colour schemes, the floor is a pale-mid tone
and neutral in colour, being normally bare timber or a plain mid-toned linoleum. It forms part of the
background to the real action of the colour scheme. The yellow/cream walls are also somewhat
neutral. They create a warm attractive setting the principal complementary pairing, ensuring that it
is not too dominant.
The mixing of blues, purples and greens into the otherwise red/orange carpet runner means that
attention is first drawn to the very simple complementary colours of the fireplace and seat either
side, followed by the resolution of this duality by the intricate detail of the carpet.
The example illustrates Edgar Wood’s basic approach which was to have plain walls, undisturbed
by paintings or other material, but enriched by accents in key locations, such as the carpet, fireplace,
chair and wall ornament (see also Edgar Wood Colourist and Two further contextual colour
schemes in the Appendix).

Hall and vestibule dated 1906
A second contemporary illustration was painted in 1906 and shows a domestic hall and vestibule
(Illustration 9). This delicate scheme is also a complementary colour design based almost
completely on the orange/brown and blue hues (Illustration 4) in the carpets and furniture with
echoes in the accents on the ceiling.
Unlike Illustration 8, the panelling, walls and ceiling are very similar in hue and tone and so read as
one. The large areas of pink impart the delicacy are the dominant colour but they act as a setting for
the complementary hues, rather like the cream walls in the 1904 example. The plaster walls are
warm pink but the pink of the panelling is ambiguous, sometimes appearing almost grey. Pale
colours can change hue depending on the colour temperature of the light. The orange and blue
highlighting on the ceiling and chandelier connect the upper parts of the room to the floor.
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Illustration 8: Library dated 1904

How this applies to the school redecoration
These historical interior schemes do not have open timber roofs like the school rooms and rely
heavily on panelling, which is absent at the school. Consequently, there is no direct way to
transplant the illustrations into the school interiors. Furthermore, the illustrations are domestic
interiors rather than a school. The black and white Marland Mission Church photograph (Illustration
7) is the only direct evidence of how such colours were applied in a non-domestic setting. Nb. the
only Edgar Wood published colour scheme with an open roof like the school has the timbers stained
blue/green in a strongly complementary colour scheme (see Appendix, Two further contextual
colour schemes). The above colour combinations thus need adapting for the school.
One should begin by noting the existing fixed colours of the school rooms, namely the red-brown
roofs of the principal rooms, the red/orange skirting tiles in all the rooms, the red/orange floor tiles
in the vestibules and corridors and the combined red/orange brickwork and neutral/pink stone of the
chimney breast in the Ladies Parlour. It is easy to see how these red/orange/brown colours were
complemented the blues and greens identified in the samples. They almost predetermine that blues
and greens must be the principal active colours. The one exception is the Lecture Room where the
red-brown trusses do not dominate the space and the floor is comprised of neutral coloured sanded
timber boards, with just the skirting being red/orange.
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Illustration 9: Hall and vestibule dated 1906
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Outline of the Redecoration Scheme
The following is a basic outline for each room which is worked up in detail in the following
implementation section.

Community Suite
Infants' Corridor, Women’s Vestibule, Stairs & Landing
Paint sampling has established that Edgar Wood’s scheme involved a Lethaby style apple-green for
the walls and a paler tone for the doors and balustrades, both complementing the strong orange red
of the floor tiles and skirting. The ceilings were an off white.

Ladies Parlour
The original idea for the Community Suite was to establish distinctive qualities of each room, and
thus vary the commercial offer. However, with the decision not to proceed with the Edgar Wood
colours for the Ladies Parlour, it was felt best to give each of the three community rooms a similar
colour scheme based on Illustration 8 of the Library 1904.
In replacing the original green walls with yellow/cream, the lost green tones must be applied
elsewhere to balance up the complementary hues. The door set is strongly expressed with pilasters
etc. so, informed by the panelling in Illustration 8 and the door set in the Marsden church
photograph, Illustration 7,it should be decorated strong green-blue colour. The windows sills should
also be green-blue but not the window lintels, as discussed earlier. In the centre of the room should
be a red/orange carpet square to unite the floor and ceiling. The green-blue door and window sills
will not be sufficient in area to balance the dominant orange/brown hue. Consequently, more green
should be introduced via pictures and furniture to obtain the correct complementary balance.

Infants’ Room and New Community Room
The scheme for the Infants’ Room should similar to the Ladies Parlour except that a dado rail
allows more green to be added to the lower part of the walls to create a better balance. A red/orange
carpet is likewise required and furniture could be the brown of polished wood or green painted,
depending on the overall colour balance and requirements. The proposed new Community Room
created by taking down the wall between the old kitchen and adjacent classroom should be
decorated in a similar manner.

Function Suite
As discussed earlier, the Function Suite is to be decorated without the use of greens. Instead, blue
will become the unifying colour of all rooms and spaces.
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School Hall and Classrooms
The original colour has been identified as a very pale blue which is to be reinstated. The windows
and doors are not overtly expressed, residing in recesses under arches. These should be painted the
same colour as the walls, emphasising the simple unity of the walls beneath the dominant roof. At
each end there are strong features. The stage will stand out as polished dark brown timber at the
front and the balcony at the back, with the balustrade painted a dark colour to match. The
classrooms facing Lever Street should be painted the same pale blue. The old kitchen and south
classroom forms part of the Community Suite.

Lecture Room
The unique characteristics of the Lecture Room allows the adaptation of the colours of Illustration 9
Hall and vestibule 1906 for a new scheme suitable for its proposed use for weddings. As with the
illustration, the blue needs be located in a large carpet square and in accents higher up on the walls
while the complementary orange would lie in the skirting, furniture and trusses.

Men’s Vestibule and School Hall Corridor
The dominant feature is the large red tiled floor and the best solution is to emulate Edgar Wood’s
‘Lethaby Green’ colour scheme in the Women’s Vestibule but using an equivalent blue. Unlike the
School Hall, the doors in both vestibules are expressed with pilasters and tops and there is a
dominant double door with fanlight in the Men’s Vestibule. Consequently the door sets should be
expressed in a lighter colour so they are seen as distinct features but ones which visually recede.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The circumstances of the THI means that only part of these schemes can be implemented
immediately via the grant. Items such as carpets, pictures and furniture will all come later, as would
any restoration of the open roof structures. The table below outlines the work which the THI grant
can undertake, taking into account the architect’s views.

Table of work
Item

Suggested work

Tiled skirting

THI grant – Paint a matching tile colour
Later - Remove layers of paint with Peelaway and latex clean
afterwards to remove carbon deposits

Walls, ceilings, doors and
windows

THI grant – Repaint to agreed colour scheme using matt paints
for walls and eggshell where the woodwork incurs wear
Later – Introduce complementary green paintings in strategic
positions in the Ladies Parlour and possibly Infants’ Room

Chimney breast in Ladies Parlour THI grant – clean brick and stone, paint shelf
Later – Latex clean the brick and stonework to remove carbon
deposits
Floors

THI grant – Sand and polish floor boards, cover modern Hall
floor with neutral-coloured linoleum, clean tiled floors
Later – Purchase appropriately coloured carpet squares for
Ladies Parlour, Infants’ Room and Lecture Room

Roof timbers

THI grant – Vacuum down the open roof structures
Later - Remove modern varnish and black stain. Experiment to
find best technique. Gently sand to restore surface

Furniture

THI grant – Retain and clean existing historical furniture
Later – Furnish with a practical and characterful set of Arts &
Crafts related furniture for everyday use, some items painted to
balance out the colour schemes

All of the colour schemes, whether original or new, are plainly expressed without the excessive
highlighting of features as with the previous redecoration. The effect emphasises the broad surfaces
and forms of the interior.
Estate Emulsion and Dead Flat are specified to replicate an Arts & Crafts matt aesthetic. Edgar
Wood avoided reflective surfaces and criticised mixing matt and gloss surfaces in a single scheme.
The reflectance of Estate Emulsion and Dead Flat is 2%, whereas the reflectance of Eggshell is
20%. However, in certain locations, e.g. hand rails and kitchen cupboards, Eggshell should be used
to aid cleaning.
The following are the specifications for the redecoration of each individual historic room.
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Ladies' Parlour

Edgar Wood’s Colour Scheme – Preferred Option
Ladies' Parlour Preferred Option – Edgar Wood’s Colour Scheme
The Edgar Wood original colour scheme (Illustrations 10 & 11) is recommended as it would
enhance the moody romantic qualities of the room, while also respecting its north facing aspect.
The actual Card Room Green colour is slightly darker than as illustrated and is often associated
with the ‘William Morris’ style. Note: Fully remove and dispose of dado rail, it is a modern
addition.
Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls and window frames: Card Room Green No. 79 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full
coat of Dark Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat. Use Dead Flat for the window
frames.
20

•

Radiators: Card Room Green No. 79 Dead Flat – Surfaces should be thoroughly degreased.
Remove any rust or weak paint back to bare metal. First apply two coats of Dark Tones
Farrow & Ball Metal Primer & Undercoat.

•

Window sills, door, door frame, pilasters and canopy above door (i.e. whole door assembly
one colour): House White No. 2012 Dead Flat – Sand back areas of paint that have peeled
or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’. Apply one full coat of Light Tones Interior Wood
Primer & Undercoat before top coat.

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that
have peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the
underlying tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer &
Undercoat before top coat.
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Alternative Colour Scheme

Ladies' Parlour Alternative Option – Light Colour Scheme
This option (Illustrations 12 & 13) is an alternative if Edgar Wood’s scheme is deemed
inappropriate. It uses the same Edgar Wood colours but reverses them. It would provided a bright
interior similar to the present but with more of a yellow-cream tone. However, the green door and
window sills will not be sufficient in area to balance the dominant orange/brown hue. Consequently,
more green should be introduced via pictures and furniture to obtain the correct complementary
balance. Note: Fully remove and dispose of dado rail, it is a modern addition.
Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls and window frames: House White No. 2012 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full
coat of Light Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat. Use Dead Flat for the window
frames.
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•

Radiators: House White No. 2012 Dead Flat – Surfaces should be thoroughly degreased.
Remove any rust or weak paint back to bare metal. First apply two coats of Light Tones
Farrow & Ball Metal Primer & Undercoat.

•

Window sills, door, door frame, pilasters and canopy above door (i.e. whole door assembly
one colour): Card Room Green No. 79 Dead Flat – Sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’. Apply one full coat of Dark Tones Interior
Wood Primer & Undercoat before top coat.

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the underlying
tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat before
top coat.
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Infants' Room and New Community Room

Illustration 14: Infants' Room
Infants' Room and New Community Room Colour Schemes
This scheme (Illustration 14) responds to the sunnier ambience of the interior, when compared to
the Ladies' Parlour, as it has east and west facing windows. It’s Breakfast Room Green No. 81 and
the yellow/cream of House White No. 2012 was originally designed to create a warm and pleasing
contrast to the mature sophistication of the William Morris grey/green for the Ladies' Parlour. The
initial idea for the Community Suite was to establish distinctive qualities of each room, and thus
vary the commercial offer. However, with the decision not to proceed with the Edgar Wood colours
for the Ladies Parlour, it was felt best to give each of the three community rooms a similar green
and cream colour scheme.
Unfortunately, Edgar Wood’s colour scheme for this room may have been lost due to previous replastering. It is possible that some original plastering survives but there wasn’t enough time to
search these out. Consequently, the Infants' Room is based on Illustration 8 and, as with the Ladies'
Parlour, a red and ochre carpet square on unstained varnished floor boards is an essential part of the
colour composition.
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Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls and window frames: House White No. 2012 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full
coat of Light Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat. Use Dead Flat for the window
frames.

•

Window sills, dado rail, walls below dado, door, door frame, pilasters and canopy above
door (i.e. whole door assembly one colour): Breakfast Room Green No. 81 state Dead Flat –
Sand back areas of paint that have peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’. Apply one
full coat of Mid Tones Interior Wood Primer & Undercoat before top coat.

•

Radiators: Breakfast Room Green No. 81 Dead Flat – Surfaces should be thoroughly
degreased. Remove any rust or weak paint back to bare metal. First apply two coats of Mid
Tones Farrow & Ball Metal Primer & Undercoat.

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the underlying
tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat
before top coat.

Infants' Corridor, Women’s Vestibule and Stairs & Landing
Infants' Corridor, Women’s Vestibule and Stairs & Landing Colour Scheme
This corridor links the two rooms and extends up the steps into the Women’s Vestibule, with a short
corridor to the original kitchen beneath a round arch, and a staircase and first floor landing to the
School Hall balcony. Colour samples confirm a sample by Hirst (page 23-4 of Hirst report – East
passage - beneath staircase). They show the original Edgar Wood colour to have been close to
Farrow & Ball Cooking Apple Green No. 32. This is a traditional green made from a common earth
pigment which is clean and fresh. The sampled original had a very slight bluer hue. However,
oxidation can effect colours over time, so absolute precision is not really possible. This type of
green is associated with the Arts & Crafts Movement and is often termed ‘Lethaby Green’, after the
architect, historian and thinker William Richard Lethaby
The red/ochre floor tiles dominate the hue of the corridor and they are the ‘feature surface’. The red/
ochre hue demands a complementary green to balance things out and this is what Edgar Wood
provided, as Illustration 15 tries to show. The red tiles will resonate a redder colour because of the
pale green walls.
According to Farrow & Ball, Cooking Apple Green “creates the feeling of health and vigour. It has
a rich, old fashioned look in darker situations, but often feels much fresher and brighter in well lit
rooms and when contrasted with a bright white”. The white recommended by Farrow & Ball is
James White No. 2010, “a soothing but fresh off white” and this is proposed for the ceiling which
Edgar Wood also appears to have painted white. This was just a visual inspection as there was no
time to create a ‘bull’s eye’ cross section of the paint layers.
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The plank and muntin balustrade at the top of the balcony steps was originally a very pale green
colour. The paint can be seen where the modern layers have peeled off. This is very close to Farrow
& Ball Green Ground No. 206, so I have used this colour for all the woodwork, as there was no
time to create my own sample cross-sections of the painted woodwork. Green Ground is actually a
lightened version of Cooking Apple Green so there is a natural affinity between the two. Farrow &
Ball state “The paleness of Green Ground has a calming feel”.

Illustration 15: Infants' Corridor, Women’s Vestibule and Stairs & Landing
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There were very few layers of paint on the two timber truss ends in the corridor and the upper parts
of the timbers are completely unpainted. The British Architect in 1903 said about the Long Street
buildings, “the whole of the roofs are open and exposed, and are constructed of pitch pine, which
being untouched will allow it to mellow to its natural warm tone”. This therefore appears to be the
case for these truss ends, and they were only recently painted. The trusses have a natural red-brown
colour which would enhance the colour scheme of the corridor. However, it is accepted that no paint
stripping is being undertaken as part of this scheme, so they should be painted James White No.
2010 like the ceiling.
The arched ceiling in the corridor to the former kitchen should be James White No. 20. It has
supporting corbels and a wall plate. The blocks were probably originally natural stone and it is best
to paint them Cooking Apple Green No. 32 along with the wall plate as they rightly belong to the
wall, rather than the ceiling. The big cupboard would be best painted a different green. I suggest
Breakfast Room Green or perhaps Card Room Green, whichever looks the best. Setting green
furniture against different green walls is something the Edgar Wood shows a number of times in his
illustrated colour schemes, including Illustration 8.
All walls to the corridor, vestibule, stairs and first floor lobby should be Cooking Apple Green,
Estate Emulsion or Flat for radiators. All doors and surrounds, the two flat topped columns
(including the flat caps which meet the ceiling), the plank and muntin balustrades at the top and
bottom of the stairs should be Green Ground 206 Dead Flat, with Eggshell instead is for the hand
rails. All ceilings should be James White No. 2010 Estate Emulsion.
Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls: Cooking Apple Green No. 32 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full coat of Mid
Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat

•

Window sills, window frames, doors, door frames, pilasters and canopy above door (i.e.
whole door assembly one colour) and plank and muntin balustrades: Green Ground No. 206
Dead Flat – Sand back areas of paint that have peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’.
Apply one full coat of White & Light Tones Interior Wood Primer & Undercoat before top
coat. Eggshell for hand rail.

•

Radiators: Cooking Apple Green No. 32 Dead Flat – Surfaces should be thoroughly
degreased. Remove any rust or weak paint back to bare metal. First apply two coats of Mid
Tones Farrow & Ball Metal Primer & Undercoat.

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the underlying
tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat
before top coat.

•

Ceiling and two truss ends: James White No. 2010 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full
coat of White & Light Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat.
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Lecture Room

Illustration 16: The Lecture Room, proposed for a wedding room.
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Lecture Room Colour Scheme
The Lecture Room was not sampled due to lack of time, so the original Edgar Wood colour scheme
is not known. The Lecture Room is different from the other main rooms in that it has a plastered
ceiling surrounding its two trusses instead of under-boarding. This is almost certainly to allow the
two ‘plant-like’ trusses to stand out against the pale plaster. Consequently, there is no dark heavy
roof bearing down and it is ideal for one of its proposed uses – wedding ceremonies.
The guide Edgar Wood colour scheme is Illustration 9. It may appear somewhat ‘Mackintosh’ in
hue except the complementary orange colours moves Wood’s scheme away from the classic
Mackintosh style. This use of orange also helps because we need to accommodate the red-orange
tiled skirting in the Lecture Room.
Illustration 16 shows the colour scheme translated for the Lecture Room. I recommend Calamine
No. 230 for the dado rail and the wall below as well as the doors, door-frames and pilasters. The
walls above the dado should be Dimity No. 2008. It is important that the walls, ceiling, lintels, wallplate and window frames are all the same Dimity No. 2008 colour. Borrowed Light No. 235 is the
nearest Farrow and Ball colour for the highlight blue picture rail but, if it is too pale, mix in some
Lulworth Blue No. 89.
An appropriately coloured carpet of mostly cool blues, highlighted with various reds, is needed to
hold the colour scheme together. The floor should be sanded to remove the dark stain and polished
its natural colour. As all the timber floors, it acts as a neutral in the colour scheme. Finally, there is a
need for blue and orange is small amounts as accents higher up. I have added the Edgar Wood
stencilling to illustrate this but it could be done in other ways. This would be done after the THI
scheme.
Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls, lintels, wall-plate, window frames and ceiling: – Dimity No. 2008 Estate Emulsion.
First apply one full coat of White & Light Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat

•

Dado rail and wall below, window sills, doors, door frames, pilasters and radiators: –
Calamine No. 230 Dead Flat. Sand back areas of paint that have peeled or blistered, to
achieve a good ‘key’. Apply one full coat of White & Light Tones Interior Wood Primer &
Undercoat before top coat. For radiators Remove any rust or weak paint back to bare metal.
First apply two coats of White & Light Tones Farrow & Ball Metal Primer & Undercoat.

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the underlying
tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat
before top coat.

•

Picture rail: Borrowed Light No. 235, possibly strengthened with Lulworth Blue 89 on
second coat– First apply one full coat of White & Light Tones Interior Wood Primer &
Undercoat.
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School Hall

Illustration 17: Edgar Wood's colour scheme for the School Hall
School Hall Colour Scheme
I have undertaken several ‘bull’s eye’ cross-sections and opened up a series of areas to establish the
original colour of the School Hall walls. This is a very pale blue, close to Farrow & Ball’s
Borrowed Light No. 235. The blue colour has degraded to a dull grey in many locations but
elsewhere it is in almost pristine condition. Its presence is often hidden by a well-preserved green
second paint layer. A cross-section sample taken by Hirst Conservation matches the ‘bull’s eyes’
and areas opened up (page 24 of Hirst Conservation report – Hall – walls).
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Farrow & ball state that Borrowed Light is “a pale and illuminating blue, evoking the colour of
summer skies… Borrowed Light is a wonderfully pale blue named after the delicate light that
cascades through small windows and fanlights. It works as well in a room deprived of light as it
does in an airy sunroom.“
There wasn’t time to sample the doors, though bull’s eyes on the window sills showed them to have
been the same Borrowed Light No. 235 pale blue. I have therefore assumed the doors followed suit
and they are not overtly expressed. I also did not sample the balcony so have chosen Stiffkey Blue
No. 281. I’m guessing the front was originally mid-dark in tone, as suggested in Edgar Wood’s
illustrations. Alternatively, it may have been brown varnished wood like the stage. Stiffkey Blue is
Farrow & Ball’s recommended match for Borrowed Light.
Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls, Window sills, window frames, doors, door frames, corbels and radiators:– Borrowed
Light No. 235 Estate Emulsion and Dead Flat. First apply one full coat of White & Light
Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat. Sand back areas of paint that have peeled or
blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’. Apply one full coat of White & Light Tones Interior Wood
Primer & Undercoat before top coat. Radiators, window sills, window frames, doors, door
frames, use Dead Flat. Add a little black to the Borrowed Light paint when painting the
corbels, making them slightly darker (see illustration 17).

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the underlying
tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat
before top coat.

•

Balcony front and flat caps to two columns:– Stiffkey Blue No. 281 – Tentative colour while
awaiting colour analysis.

•

Marmoleum Floor Covering: – This should be a neutral colour close to the hue and character
of the sanded and polished floor boards adjacent the stage. I recommend comparing in situ
samples of Marmoleum Striato Original and Marmoleum Striato Textura laid so the grain
runs across the hall. Choose the closest to the colour and texture of the floor boards and
which best matches the hue of the Borrowed Light colour scheme.

Classrooms overlooking Lever Street
In a similar way for the class rooms overlooking Lever Street, Borrowed Light No. 235 Estate
Emulsion and Dead Flat should be used for the walls, radiators and corbels and Wimborne White
No. 239 for the ceilings and wall plate.
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Men’s Vestibule and School Hall Corridor

Men’s Vestibule and School Hall Corridor
Edgar Wood’s original colour scheme has not been sampled in this location but it is known to have
been the same as the Women’s Vestibule from peeling pain exposing the original colours. The
chosen scheme therefore respects this by replicating the greens with similarly toned blues. The red/
brown tiles are the dominant colour. The aims of this colour scheme (Illustrations 18 & 19) are:
•

to appropriately connect the colour schemes of the School Hall and Lecture Room;

•

to maximise the sense of delight and surprise when entering these two rooms;

•

to respond to the red/brown tiles in Edgar Wood’s complementary colour style, following
the logic found in the Women’s Vestibule; and,

•

to enhance to the particular architectural characteristics of the Men’s Vestibule and School
Hall corridor.

Blue is the only colour other than green to complement the red/brown tiled floor. The blues chosen
are the rough blue equivalents of the Cooking Apple Green and Green Ground used in the Women’s
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Vestibule. The deeper blue is for the walls and the lighter one for the door sets, window frames and
sills.
A characteristic of Edgar Wood’s interiors is their simplicity and the former scheme with its various
highlighted architectural elements is too restless (Illustration 20). The two blues are tonally similar
to lower the contrast between elements and to ensure that the large double door and fanlight
window combination to the garden is fully expressed but without being overwhelming.
The blues chosen are known to go together well. Farrow & Ball states… “Lulworth Blue sits
happily alongside similarly clean Wimborne White and Parma Gray”. The ceiling is white with a
hint of yellow to add a touch of sunshine to the blue scene. For Parma Gray, it states… “it is a firm
favourite for those who prefer a clean and crisp finish”.
The blues will set up the eye for the delicate pinks and touch of blue of the Lecture Room. Their
darker tone will also emphasise on entry the contrast between the tiny corridor and the spacious
School Hall with its much paler blue walls.
All walls to the corridor and vestibule, including the lintels above the window, corbels in the
corridor and the gutter trough, should therefore be Lulworth Blue 89 Estate Emulsion or Flat for the
radiators and rainwater trough. All doors, frames and their surrounds should be Parma Gray 27
Dead Flat. All ceilings, including beams and other features, should be Wimborne White No. 239
Estate Emulsion (Dead Flat for the beams if needed).
Farrow & Ball paint colours:
•

Walls and corbels: Lulworth Blue No. 89 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full coat of Mid
Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat

•

Window sills, window frames, doors, door frames, pilasters and canopies above door (i.e.
whole door assembly one colour) Parma Gray No. 27 Dead Flat – Sand back areas of paint
that have peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’. Apply one full coat of Mid Tones
Interior Wood Primer & Undercoat before top coat.

•

Radiators and gutter trough: Lulworth Blue No. 89 Dead Flat – Surfaces should be
thoroughly degreased. Remove any rust or weak paint back to bare metal. First apply two
coats of Mid Tones Farrow & Ball Metal Primer & Undercoat.

•

Tiled skirting: Book Room Red No. 50 Dead Flat – Gently sand back areas of paint that have
peeled or blistered, to achieve a good ‘key’, but do not damage the surface of the underlying
tile. Apply one full coat of Red & Warm Tones Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat
before top coat.

•

Ceiling and beams: Wimborne White No. 239 Estate Emulsion – First apply one full coat of
White & Light Tones Wall & Ceiling Primer & Undercoat.
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Illustration 20: Men’s Vestibule and School Hall Corridor 1 as currently painted

General Notes
The hues in the illustrations are taken directly from Farrow & Ball on-line colour swatches and
cross referenced to their paper colour chart. However, different computers present colours
differently. In reality, the colours are likely to look slightly richer due to repeated internal
reflectance and the complementary effects. They will also change depending on the light outside
and may be perceived lighter or darker by individuals.
I have provided a hyper-link to each Farrow & Ball colour when it is first mentioned. Click on the
name for details and a short video on each colour. Farrow & Ball no longer make traditional paints
as they once did. Instead, they produce the same traditional colours but as modern water-based
paints. For example, their classic Dead Flat Oil is now water based and called Dead Flat.
All application advice is that of the manufacturer. Ensure all surfaces are sound, clean, dry and free
from dirt, grease and any other contamination. Allow a minimum of four hours drying time between
coats.
Product advice sheets here: http://www.farrow-ball.com/product-advice-sheets-gb/content/fcpcontent
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Appendix
James Ward, “Colour Harmony and Contrast”
There was a renewed interest in colour in the decoration of buildings around 1900. A classic book of
this period was “Colour Harmony and Contrast” by James Ward (1851-1924) published in 1903.
Ward was an Irish artist, author and teacher who worked as an assistant to Sir Frederic Leighton
until 1887 when he became head of Macclesfield School of Art, before moving back to Ireland in
1907. He published several books on architectural matters. He is best known in Ireland for his
striking murals in Dublin City Hall depicting scenes from Dublin’s history. Besides being the author
of influential textbooks, Ward was an innovative teacher who taught and inspired a generation of
Irish artists. It is likely that he and Wood knew one another during he Macclesfield years and they
certainly would have known of one another.

Edgar Wood Colourist
After 1903, Edgar Wood had a series of internal colour schemes published in a variety of British
and European magazines, especially the latter. Wood had developed a reputation as an architectural
colourist with the Arts & Crafts community, perhaps an extension of his easel painting which he
was also artistically committed to. He also knew the artist Walter Crane and was influenced by his
ideas. Unlike some of his contemporaries, who followed a stricter truth to materials approach and
would not paint wood and joinery, he relished applying colour to a variety of surfaces.
In 1912, he co-lectured at the RIBA on “Colour as Applied to Architecture”, alongside the elderly
painter Sir Alfred East RA (1844-1913), the then President of the Royal Society of British Artists.
In his lecture, Wood likened architectural form as the intellectual component and colours as the
emotional component. He contrasted the western tradition where colour was used to decorate
architectural form, with the latter always dominating the former, with the eastern tradition, where
colour is used for its own sake, “it is vital colour, leaving the impression of colour as distinct from
things coloured.” He specifically refers to Venice and St. Mark’s, (where he often visited) “where
architraves, cornices, pediments, pilasters, and all the paraphernalia of form disappear, and the
interior discovers itself out of plastic masses of soft and ductile gold mosaic, rounded, undulating,
drawn up into hollow domes, melting one into another, obscured by dark shadows, suffusing away
all form, inlaid with richly coloured figures which again come and go, colour embedded in
chiaroscuro, successful in its object of subduing the limitations of form that its own superb and
gorgeous magnificence may be revealed without rival or interference.” One can see here that his
passion for colour was a fundamental part of his architecture.
Edgar Wood then discusses the need for interior walls to appear as solid masses without paintings
and pictures hung on them, “that a wall shall be firstly a wall and always a wall and nothing else”.
He explains that “true decorative expression … lies more in the proportion, arrangement, and
distribution than in the repeating use of ornamental units.” He then discusses the role of white and
light backgrounds, “White I still consider as being capable of exquisite and delicate results – in
fact, it demands it”. This is followed by a discussion of the colours of nature and how “the material
of nature becomes subordinate and is surpassed by the brain and creation of man” and that
hardwood could and should be painted. He ends the section by stating, ”I think what architects have
to ask themselves is: Have they fully utilised the opportunities of colour in their work” before
discussing mural painting in more detail.
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Two further contextual colour schemes
The following two schemes have a relevance to Long Street Methodist Sunday School in that their
bright orange runner carpets complement areas of green. Illustration 10 shows green walls and
furniture complemented by red/orange carpets, fireplace and brown timber. Illustration 11 shows a
green balustrade and green-blue stained roof timbers complemented by orange carpets and
fireplace. The bare floorboards are a neutral element in both illustrations. The interior scenes are
nuanced and sophisticated. Though much simpler, Edgar Wood likewise complemented the orangered floor tiles of the Mens’ and Women’s Vestibules and associated corridors with green walls.

Illustration 21: Hall, stairs and corridor c. 1900
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Illustration 22: Attic c. 1903
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